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The appearance of inexpensive microprocessors and large 
capacity semiconductor memory components opened new possibi
lities in the development of graphic terminals. The applica
tion of microprocessors in graphic terminals allows essen
tially to reduce the expence of electronics, to improve sys
tem reliability and flexibility, to arbitrary increase the 
set of graphic instructions and to easily expand the possi
bilities of the terminal by means of connecting additional 
PROM's. 

The graphic terminal INTER-80 includes storage tube disp
lay, a display processor, keyboard and trackball. The termi
nal may be linked to a network via digital modems of the 
CODEC type (interface CCITT V.24). A programmable parallel 
interface (16 or 8 bits) is used for connecting it to small 
computers. It is possible to use a TTY interface too. Any 
standard input/output register may be used for operating 
graphic terminal with the CAMAC system. 

In the display a bistable direct view storage tube 31LN4 
with parameters equivalent to the well-known Tektronix 611 
tube is used.The display includes all electronics needed for 
CRT control and provides the following operating modes: Store, 
Erase, View, Nonstore and Write-Through. High image quality 
is achieved by means of special circuits for pincushion distor
tion and dynamic focus correction. The display area exceeds 
21 cm x 16 cm, the number of addressable points equals 102Ax 
1024. 

The display processor is based on microcomputer system ele
ments of the KR58OIK80 series which are fully compatible with 
Intel 8080 family. With the exception of functional modules 
common to all uP system (uP block, memory block, interrupt 
controller, interface blocks) the display processor also in
cludes a block of counter registers and DAC's, a block for 
handling Z-signals and signals for controlling the operating 
modes of the display. All blocks are connected with a common 
bus consisting of 16 unidirectional address lines, 8 bidirec
tional data lines and 6 control lines. 

The memory block contains 8K byte of EPROM, which serve 
to store the terminal's basic control programs, and 16K byte 
of dynamic RAM used as a buffer memory for the display file 
and for programs which are dynamically loaded from the host 
computer. Besides'the drawing of static pictures in Store mode 



the terminal provides the capability of drawing simple dyna
mically changing pictures (objects) in refresh mode (Write-
Through) . 

The interface block provides a connection of the terminal 
to the host computer as well as a connection of a keyboard 
and trackball to the terminal. The programmable parallel in
terface consists of two 8255 chips, with ports A operating 
in input mode and ports В - in output mode. Port С - lines 
are used for control purposes (handshaking and interrupts). 
Data transfer rate in the serial interface based on the 8251 
chip can be changed from 110 to 9600 baud. 

The keyboard is connected to the system bus via the 8 -
lines buffer register 8212 working in input mode and generat
ing an interrupt signal. The trackball is connected to a lo
gic unit which provides the capability to move a crosshair on 
the screen according to the direction of rotating the ball. 
The pulses from this device enter the up/down-inputs of coun
ter registers. Interrupt signals of keyboard and trackball are 
connected to the 8259 interrupt controller. 

The ten bits up/down-counter registers in conjunction with 
DAC's are used for forming analog х-, у-signals entering the 
deflection amplifiers of the display. The control of the disp
lay operating modes is provided by a register consisting of 
triggers which are set by an auxiliary address decoder where 
setting of one trigger causes resetting of all others.All men
tioned registers may be directly addressed by the CPU.The up/ 
down inputs of the counter registers are addressed in the same 
manner thus speeding up the drawing of vectors.The duration of 
unblanking signal Z depends on the actual display mode,the de
lay time depends on the difference between coordinates of the 
current and final beam positions. During drawing the current 
picture element the signal "display busy" is active. 

Software for INTER-80 is written in the form of indepen
dent program modules, and consists of resident (firmware) and 
non-res ident components. 

The resident EPROM - based software provides terminal cont
rol according to commands from the host computer and the user, 
and performs the following major functions: 

- organization of the segmented display file, graphical 
and arbitrary data allocation; 

- graphical output to the screen of the display unit (vec
tors and characters are generated by software); 

- input from the keyboard (typical text editing functions 
are provided), processing of text messages and their transfer 
to the host computer; 

- handling of keyboard function codes input; 
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- implementation of inter-computer calls on the terminal 
site by commands from the host computer; 

- arbitrary information exchange between host and terminal 
(graphical items, data, binary data blocks); 

- locator device support (trackball), two operation modes 
are provided: single point coordinates fixing, and continuous 
points tracking; 

- initialization of the user's task in the host computer 
(remote job entry support). 

The nonresident software for INTER-80 is designed accord
ing to application conditions. This software part is intended 
for the nonstandard function execution by additional system 
or user program modules, which should be transferred from the 
host computer to the terminal. In this case the program mo
dule is actually an absolute object module ready for immediate 
execution on the terminal. 

The resident program module, which realizes the data link 
protocol between host and terminal is written in such a way, 
that no intervention in other software components is required 
in order to include another data link protocol module into the 
terminal software. 

Received by Publishing Department 
on April 30 1981. 
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Лайх X. и др. Графический терминал на запоминающей Е11-81-296 
ЭЛТ со встроенной микро-ЭВМ 

В данной работе рассматривается графический терминал, 
в котором построение стандартных элементов изображения /точек, 
символов, векторов/, управление дисплеем, прием и частичная 
обработка информации от клавиатуры и трекбола, связь с цент
ральной ЭВМ и ряд других функций осуществляются встроенной 
микро-ЭВМ. Терминал предназначен для работы как в автономных 
системах автоматизации физических экспериментов, так и локаль
ных терминальных сетях. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники 
и автоматизации ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объадинанного института лдарнмх исемдоиний. Дуби* 1981 
beich H. et al. Microcomputer Based Storage El 1-81-296 
Tube Display Graphic Terminal 

This paper describes a graphic terminal where a micro
computer realizes functions like the generation of picture 
elements (points, symbols, vectors), display control, handling 
of information received from keyboard and trackball, communi
cation with a host computer and others. The terminal has been 
designed for operating.in a local network as well as in auto
nomous control systems for data acquisition and processing 
in physical experiments. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclaar Autarch. Dubna 1981 
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